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Executive summary

- **Chinese foreign direct investment (FDI) in the European Union (EU) continued to decline in 2019.** Chinese FDI transactions in the EU-28 dropped by 33 percent last year, from EUR 18 billion in 2018 to EUR 12 billion in 2019, bringing the total back to 2013 levels. The decline is in line with the downward trajectory of China’s global outbound investment since 2016.

- **The geographic and sectoral distribution of Chinese investment in the EU shifted last year.** Consumer products and services were the main target for Chinese investors in 2019, overtaking automotive and concentrating 40 percent of investment volume. For the first time since 2010, Northern Europe was the top recipient of Chinese capital, overtaking the “Big 3” (UK, Germany and France).

- **The share of state-owned investors plummeted.** The proportion of inbound investment coming from China’s state-owned enterprise (SOEs) tanked further to a mere 11 percent of aggregate investment (the lowest level since 2000). Continued administrative controls and financial constraints in China and a changing regulatory environment in Europe contributed the drop.

- **As acquisitions and other equity investment have become more difficult, Chinese firms are pursuing alternative ways to interact with European entities.** Chinese companies have stepped up research and development (R&D) collaborations with EU companies, universities and governments, among other channels.

- **Though most of these partnerships are benign and desirable from a European perspective, some raise important concerns.** R&D collaborations are a natural outcome of China’s maturing economy, and the Covid-19 outbreak shows just how crucial they are for fighting global problems. Yet problematic cases exist, including ones that facilitate the transfer of critical and dual-use technologies to China’s military-industrial complex or contribute to the state’s ability to exert mass control over its population.

- **Europe needs to do a better job at identifying problematic tie-ups in order to preserve fruitful openness in science and research collaboration.** As with investment screening, EU leaders need to find solutions that address a narrow set of concerns while preserving Europe’s economic openness. If policymakers are concerned about critical and sensitive technology transfers to China, or European firms directly or indirectly contributing to human right abuses, then their scrutiny needs to expand beyond equity investment to cover these partnerships. Furthermore, inaction will invite pushback from key allies and OECD partners, risking costly and unnecessary decoupling. To match changing realities, information-sharing mechanisms, export controls and other monitoring tools all need adaptation. Researchers, whether at companies or universities or individuals, must invest in understanding China’s firms and policies better, to identify and mitigate against risks.
Introduction

China’s outbound investment trajectory has changed profoundly in the past five years. Outbound investment peaked in 2016, after a decade of double-digit growth, and has been on a downward trajectory ever since. Outflows dropped precipitously in 2017 and 2018 after Beijing imposed administrative restrictions to curb “irrational” capital outflows. In 2019, China’s global outbound FDI (OFDI) dropped back to 2014 levels (Figure 1). The substantial drop does not mean that Chinese companies have lost their appetite for the global economy. Instead, it mostly reflects changes in several domestic variables that have made it more difficult for firms to raise funding and get approval for overseas investment.

While equity investment has fallen, other types of interactions with overseas markets have shown resilience or even expanded, notably collaborations in research and development (R&D) between Chinese and foreign firms, universities or government, both within and outside of China. Europe has seen many such tie-ups in the recent past.

Building on a long-standing collaboration between Rhodium Group and MERICS, this report analyses China’s changing footprint in the EU. In Section 1, we take stock of Chinese outbound FDI into the 28 member states of the European Union in 2019 (Section 1). In Section 2, we examine how Chinese firms have diversified their European footprint through R&D collaborations, scrutinize the implications for European actors and ask what is required from policymakers.

In line with global trends, Chinese FDI in the EU-28 declined markedly in the past few years after reaching a peak of EUR 37 billion in 2016. There were three main reasons for this decline: tighter administrative controls in China on outward investment from 2017; a clampdown on the “irrational” acquisitions of a few key investors; and a deleveraging campaign that reduced Chinese firms’ ability to finance overseas assets purchases. This downward trend continued in 2019.

1.1 CHINESE FDI IN THE EU IS BACK TO 2013/2014 LEVELS

In 2019, the combined value of completed Chinese FDI transactions in the EU dropped again to EUR 12 billion, down 33 percent from EUR 18 billion in 2018 (Figure 2).² The split between greenfield investments and acquisitions, by value, was similar to previous years: around five percent of total investment went to greenfield projects, though they were about 40 percent of single transaction numbers. Greenfield investment may form a greater proportion of total value in the next few years as several newly announced large greenfield projects are breaking ground and progressing (for example, Wuxi Biologics’ manufacturing base and vaccine plant in Ireland and CATL’s battery factory in Germany).

---

**Figure 2**

*Chinese FDI in the EU fell further to a 5-year low*

Annual value of completed Chinese FDI transactions in the EU-28, EUR billion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>M&amp;A</th>
<th>Greenfield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Rhodium Group.
1.2 Northern Europe Overtakes the “Big Three” as the Main Destination of Chinese FDI

In 2019, the geographic distribution of Chinese investment in the EU changed noticeably (Figure 3). The share of the “Big Three” economies (UK, Germany, France), which have traditionally received the most Chinese capital, dropped to 34 percent of total investment in 2019, compared to 45 percent in 2018 and 71 percent in 2017. Investment into all three countries declined, though the UK held up best. The UK remained the second largest recipient of Chinese FDI by volume in 2019, mostly due to Jiangsu Shagang’s acquisition of additional stakes in data center firm Global Switch (worth £1.8 billion, or EUR 2 billion). It also topped the list for the number of single transactions.

Northern Europe supplanted the “Big Three” as the top region for the first time since 2010, receiving 53 percent of all Chinese investment. This was due mainly to a few large M&A deals, including Anta’s acquisition of Amer for EUR 4.6 billion (which made Finland the top recipient country for Chinese investment in 2019) and China Evergrande’s investment in NEVS for EUR 830 million (making Sweden the third highest recipient country in 2019). Investment into Ireland also increased and is set to grow further as two large greenfield factories by Wuxi Biologics get underway over the next few years.

Southern Europe and Benelux both saw their shares decline to less than 10 percent. Eastern Europe’s share rose from 2 percent in 2018 to 3 percent in 2019, a level still well below the region’s weight in the GDP of the EU (10.1 percent in 2019). Investment into Romania jumped to EUR 230 million in 2019 due to several sizable acquisitions and the establishment of CGN’s new joint venture company with Nuclearelectrica, which could lead to further significant greenfield investments down the road.

Chinese FDI was concentrated in Northern Europe in 2019

Chinese FDI in the EU-28 by country group 2010-2019, percentage

Source: Rhodium Group. The “Big 3” includes France, Germany, and the UK. “Benelux” includes Belgium, Netherlands, and Luxembourg. “Eastern Europe” includes Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Slovakia. “Southern Europe” includes Croatia, Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Slovenia, and Spain. “Northern Europe” includes Estonia, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, and Sweden.
Figure 4

Cumulative value of Chinese FDI transactions in the EU by country, 2000-2019
EUR billion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Value (EUR billion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td>50.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Rhodium Group.
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1.3 INVESTMENT BY CHINA’S STATE-OWNED COMPANIES PLUNGED TO 11 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL

State-owned companies have traditionally dominated Chinese investment in Europe; they accounted for more than 70 percent of total investment in 2010-2015. Their share subsequently began to fluctuate. In 2016, it dropped below 50 percent as Chinese private enterprises went on a huge global buying spree. In 2018, their share dipped below 50 percent again as China’s restrictions on OFDI impacted both SOEs and private firms. In 2019, the weight of SOEs tanked further to a mere 11 percent of aggregate investment, the lowest level since 2000. SOE’s decreased share again reflected the weight of significant acquisitions by private players. Other possible influences include China’s ongoing restrictions, and more defensive European policies and a changing regulatory environment within the EU. The trend goes beyond Europe. Chinese SOEs’ share of Chinese FDI also fell to 7 percent in the US, though the country has traditionally seen lower levels of investment from them.

Figure 5

State-owned investors’ share of OFDI plummeted in 2019
Chinese OFDI in the EU-28 by investor type. EUR billion, percent share

State-owned Investment*
Private Investment
State-owned investment’s share of the total [right axis]

*State-owned companies refers to firms that are at least 20 percent owned and controlled by the government or a central State-owned enterprise (SOE).

Source: Rhodium Group.
1.4 THE INDUSTRY MIX IS SHIFTING TOWARD CONSUMER PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; ICT REMAINS STRONG

The sectoral mix of Chinese investment in Europe was quite concentrated in 2019, far more so than in the previous year. In 2019, four sectors received more than 80 percent of total Chinese investment within the EU.

The consumer products and services sector was the top recipient by far, attracting more than 40 percent of the total. However, this was due to one mega deal: Anta’s acquisition of the Finnish sporting goods group Amer for EUR 4.6 billion. It was the fourth largest Chinese acquisition in the EU since 2000. Another notable acquisition was Haier’s EUR 475 million takeover of the Italian domestic appliance manufacturer Candy. The preeminence of consumer products and services in the industry mix in 2019 was likely due to the non-politicized nature of the sector and predominately private-sector profile of Chinese investors, which triggered less scrutiny and resistance from regulators in both China and Europe.
Despite increased European scrutiny around Chinese investment in tech-related sectors, ICT remained the top sector in 2019 in terms of single transactions (with 20 percent of all transactions) and came second in terms of volume (EUR 2.4 billion). The biggest deal was Jiangsu Shagang Group’s increased shareholding in UK-based Global Switch, which owns, operates and develops data centers in Europe and Asia. The acquisition was begun in 2016 and has not faced opposition in the UK despite the sensitive nature of the target. Other deals included Shenzhen Goodix Technology Co Ltd’s acquisition of NXP Semiconductors’ (Netherlands) voice and audio business, and Alibaba’s acquisition of Data Artisans, a German big data startup. In 2018, Goodix had already acquired the German cellular IoT intellectual property company CommSolid to support the development of its System-on-Chips (SoCs) solutions, targeted at new applications for IoT and smart devices.3

With EUR 1.3 billion worth of investment, automotive came third: the biggest deal was China Evergrande’s investment in Sweden’s NEVS. And transport, utilities and infrastructure came fourth with EUR 0.8 billion in investment. The biggest deal in that sector was CIC’s acquisition of National Grid’s stake in UK’s Cadent gas network, the largest natural gas distribution network in the UK. Cadent’s gas network would likely qualify as critical infrastructure under the EU’s new investment screening regulation, though this did not prevent the deal from going through.

The persistence of ICT as a top target for Chinese investment shows Chinese firms’ continued interest in European technology companies and know-how. FDI flows have receded over the past three years but deal-making remains strong, often consisting of smaller acquisitions below EUR 100 million.

1.5 OUTLOOK

The global Covid-19 pandemic will deeply impact global capital flows, including China’s outbound investment. The shutdown of large parts of China’s economy in February and March has already had a negative effect on deal-making in the first three months of 2020. Domestically, the volume of deals announced dropped by more than half in Q1 compared to previous years. Early data points indicate that the first quarter of 2020 will show the lowest outbound deal volume from China in almost ten years.4

Yet the crisis is also creating buying opportunities in Europe and elsewhere. Markets around the world plummeted as the pandemic spread. At their lowest point in March, Germany’s DAX 30 and France’s CAC 40 had both lost over 30 percent. Past crises saw Chinese firms acquire discounted assets around the globe. In 2008-09, they targeted vital commodities for China’s development, such as iron and nickel ore, and oil. Immediately after the 2012-13 Euro crisis, Chinese investors bought a string of strategic European assets on the cheap.

However, an opportunistic Chinese buying spree in the wake of the Covid-19 crisis is less likely than in 2009 and 2013. The factors that have caused significant falls in Chinese OFDI over the past three years will persist. Chinese firms face liquidity pressure, given the slowing domestic economy, and China’s government is unlikely to loosen capital controls any time soon. In addition, Europe’s response to the crisis has been swift and powerful, including the ECB’s EUR 750 billion asset purchase program and targeted measures by national governments to support domestic enterprises. Compared to 2008/2009, European firms should be in a better position to weather a temporary recession and liquidity crisis without having to take on a “White Knight” investor.

Finally, the overhaul of investment screening regimes across Europe has put regulators in a much better position to intervene in foreign takeovers compared to 2008/2009 (see last year’s report). Many nations have reformed their tool box and the European Commission has issued further screening guidelines to ensure member states protect critical European assets and technology during the coronavirus crisis.5 In short, Chinese outbound investment is likely to increase during the remainder of the year from a very low base, but a return to boom levels of 2015-2016 levels is unlikely.
2. Special Topic: Assessing Sino-European R&D partnerships

While Chinese equity investments in the EU-28 have dropped, non-equity types of activity have grown rapidly recently. Joint R&D is an increasingly important dimension of China’s economic engagement with many OECD economies, and a natural next step for technology collaboration. Recently, there has been an expansion in R&D collaborations between Chinese firms and European entities.

These interactions can bring substantial benefits to the European actors involved, as they allow for the collaborative creation of technologies and know-how, new products and services. The Covid-19 outbreak has also illustrated the importance of cross-border R&D collaboration for tackling global challenges like pandemics and climate change.

At the same time, R&D partnerships often provide Chinese parties with access to potentially sensitive European assets, sometimes without European counterparts even noticing. In 2018, the EU began revising its foreign acquisitions review toolbox, in large part due to concerns around security risks from Chinese investment (see our last joint report). These efforts have so far focused on FDI and other equity investments, while R&D collaborations still largely escape regulatory scrutiny and have received comparatively scant attention.

This Special Topic section analyzes the current trends in Sino-European R&D partnerships. While recognizing the many benefits to Europe, it also presents examples of collaborations that raise concerns due to security and human rights risks. It concludes by highlighting implications for businesses and policymakers.

2.1 TRENDS AND TYPES OF R&D COLLABORATIONS

China’s maturing economy has naturally proliferated the channels of interaction between Chinese firms and European entities. Cross-border R&D collaborations are a common and growing feature of international technology flows. This report does not aim to provide a comprehensive picture of growing R&D ties between Europe and China. Instead, it focuses on R&D activities involving Chinese firms in Europe and presents anecdotal evidence of their growth – and of some of the concerns they raise. The report covers three main types of R&D interactions between Chinese firms and European stakeholders:

1) R&D collaborations between Chinese and European companies. These arrangements are widespread and serve as a key channel for private cross-border technological exchanges

2) Partnerships between Chinese firms and European universities and other academic institutions, which have grown rapidly in recent years

3) Chinese firms’ involvement in projects supported by or involving European governments and EU institutions. The EU and China have strong, longstanding research and innovation (R&I) ties, which are most visible in Chinese corporate involvement in Horizon 2020, the EU’s flagship research funding scheme.

Other highly relevant forms of R&D collaboration are not covered in this report. They include partnerships between Chinese and EU governmental entities or academic institutions, or between European firms and non-corporate Chinese institutions. Grants and fellowships involving individual researchers are also omitted, though they are an important regulatory blind spot. And in addition to EU-based collaborations, R&D tie-ups are also multiplying in China. For example, several member states have signed innovation agreements with China’s government, ranging from informal pledges to formal partnerships. Many European companies have also been expand-
ing their R&D activities in China. Though not reviewed in this report, all these types of transactions feature prominently in the diversifying picture of EU-China technology exchanges.12

2.2 BALANCING BENEFITS AND RISKS: WHY EUROPE NEEDS A MORE CLEAR-EYED VIEW OF RESEARCH COLLABORATION WITH CHINA

The importance of cross-border collaboration in critical scientific fields such as health research is amply demonstrated by the deal struck between the German biotech firm BioNTech and Shanghai Fosun Pharmaceutical to test an experimental Covid-19 vaccine, backed by a USD 135 million investment from the Chinese group.13

More generally, European stakeholders can benefit greatly from R&D partnerships with Chinese firms. In a globalized world, innovation is an increasingly cross-border activity. Despite enduring weaknesses in innovation, China now outspends the EU in R&D expenditure as a share of GDP,14 and is home to highly innovative companies, so the case for collaboration a compelling one. Not only is joint R&D critical for EU companies to tailor their products and services to Chinese partners and clients, it is also an opportunity to tap into China’s talent pool and hi-tech industrial clusters.

However, R&D collaborations granting Chinese players access to state-of-the-art European technologies could also have a long-term detrimental impact on European economic competitiveness, in a similar way to Chinese acquisitions of EU strategic tech assets. Many European stakeholders still tend to underestimate the Chinese government’s top-down, strategic approach to foreign R&D collaboration, which is geared towards attracting or leveraging talents and technology from abroad. China’s coordinated plans covering industrial policy and technological autonomy mean that some R&D partnerships are specifically targeting sectors such as emerging technologies where China’s government seeks to create firms that can become global leaders, or to gradually replace foreign technologies with indigenous ones.15

Two other key concerns stand-out, aside from economic and competitiveness considerations. First, some of these partnerships could lead to the transfer of dual-use technologies to China’s military-industrial complex. Second, R&D collaborations can contribute to enhancing the Chinese state’s ability to exert mass control over its population. European actors need to pursue a clear-eyed approach to R&D collaborations with Chinese entities to avoid such risks.

2.3 SECURITY AND MILITARY CONSIDERATIONS

R&D partnerships are not covered by existing European FDI screening regulations or export controls, yet they can lead to the leakage of sensitive technologies and know-how. The potential for transfer of dual-use technologies to China’s industrial-military complex is a key concern.

There are numerous cases of European companies engaging in R&D collaborations with Chinese entities directly owned by or linked to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), including around sensitive and potentially dual use technologies (see Table 1). No member state seems to be immune, and technologies involved range from satellite technologies to critical materials and aerospace.

Many European academic institutions, too, exhibit a lack of awareness about the security implications of some of their R&D tie-ups, coupled with poor due diligence on Chinese partners. Recent reports document how Chinese researchers sponsored by PLA-affiliated universities have tapped European universities for cutting-edge research in defense-relevant areas.16 We find that Chinese firms with ties to the CCP or its military have also ramped up their partnerships with European universities and other academic institutions. Some of these arrangements involve basic research in technologies that could be relevant for the defense applications of new materials, artificial intelligence, or communications technologies.
Even EU government institutions often neglect or ignore the security risks of research collaborations with Chinese counterparts. One early example was China’s participation in the EU’s Galileo satellite system, which allowed the Chinese parties (including some of China’s largest military aerospace manufacturers) to retain ownership of resulting technologies and intellectual property after Beijing left the partnership. China has since built its dual-use satellite navigation system, Beidou, which rivals Galileo and boosts the PLA’s geolocation and communications capabilities.17

### 2.4 HUMAN RIGHTS CONCERNS

In addition to supporting China’s military modernization, some of these collaborations can also undermine some EU core values and foreign policy objectives, such as the promotion of human rights. We find that some Sino-European R&D partnerships directly or indirectly contribute to the ability of China’s state and CCP authorities to intensify mass social control (see Table 2). Several joint projects target frontier surveillance technologies, some of which are being or could in future be deployed to increase Beijing’s sway over Uighur and other minorities in Xinjiang. In some cases, the Chinese partners have been found to directly support intrusive hi-tech policing efforts in Xinjiang and elsewhere in China.
There are serious reputational risks for European parties, as well as potential non-compliance with existing human rights provisions for businesses in some EU member states. EU firms and universities found to be cooperating with Chinese partners who support human rights abuses must be prepared to face strong public opinion backlashes. Even for European governments, some joint research activities are in direct contradiction to EU foreign policy on China – especially concerns voiced around the CCP’s large-scale human rights abuses.

A widely reported case is the collaboration between Siemens and the China Electronics Technology Group Corporation (CETC) on intelligent manufacturing solutions, electronics equipment and information security, signed in 2018.\(^{31}\) State-run military contractor CETC, which also controls 42 percent of the surveillance technology giant Hikvision (currently on the US Entity List\(^{32}\)), is behind the “Integrated Joint Operation Platform,” a mass surveillance app used by police in Xinjiang to track and target minorities.\(^{33}\) Siemens has credibly denied directly contributing to CETC’s surveillance technology build-up. However, its smart manufacturing solutions, which aim to improve the clients’ data collection capabilities, may strengthen CETC’s capabilities in adjacent fields, as it is difficult to prevent internal technology diffusion within CETC.

Sino-European R&D partnerships involving Chinese genome sequencing companies, some of which are involved in building DNA databases in China, are also of concern. The New York Times first documented the forced collection of DNA samples in Xinjiang, undertaken to perfect the profiling and surveillance of minorities.\(^{34}\) It also unveiled the role of the German Max Planck Society in sponsoring Chinese scientists whose research on DNA phenotyping directly supported those efforts.\(^{35}\)

### Table 2

**Examples of R&D partnerships that raise human rights concerns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chinese partners</th>
<th>EU partners</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hikvision</td>
<td>Aalborg University (Denmark)</td>
<td>The joint project, launched in 2017, aims to improve public safety through thermal cameras.(^{36}) Hikvision is directly involved in the build-up of “safe cities” in Xinjiang.(^{37}) Such data-driven urban surveillance solutions offer direct means to strengthen mass control in the region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudWalk; South China University of Technology</td>
<td>University of Warwick (UK)</td>
<td>The partnership, announced in 2019, targets cross-media, big data-driven intelligent computing technologies like speech and voice recognition.(^{38}) A technology with huge potential to benefit society, speech recognition AI can also be applied to online censorship. CloudWalk’s facial recognition technology already powers a national surveillance network in Chinese cities.(^{39})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei</td>
<td>Center for Advanced Studies, Research and Development in Sardinia (CRS4, Italy)</td>
<td>The joint Innovation center opened in 2016 with a heavy focus on “smart” and “safe” city applications based on Huawei’s “Intelligence Operation Center”, including public security monitoring through facial recognition.(^{40}) Huawei’s AI-based surveillance solutions are being used by Xinjiang’s police.(^{41})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGI</td>
<td>Copenhagen Bio Science Park (COBIS, Denmark)</td>
<td>The European Genome Research Center was opened by BGI in 2012.(^{42}) BGI is a biotech giant with military research links and a central role in the Chinese government’s ongoing efforts to create the world’s largest repository of genetic information.(^{43}) It is also involved in the construction of a “Xinjiang gene bank”.(^{44})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhejiang Dahua Technology</td>
<td>Scanview Systems (Denmark)</td>
<td>In 2018, Dahua and Scanview Systems signed a strategic partnership agreement to collaborate on the development and testing of certain Dahua’s products in the European market. According to Dahua’s press release, the company would “leverage Scanview System’s unique insights to fine tune its product portfolio”(^{45}) Dahua is currently on the US Entity List(^{46}) and its advanced video-surveillance solutions are deployed in security projects in Xinjiang.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: MERICS and Rhodium Group research.
2.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR EUROPEAN BUSINESSES AND POLICYMAKERS

Europe suffers from a lack of debate around the growth of R&D partnerships with Chinese entities and the associated challenges. Researchers, civil society and policymakers in other OECD economies (notably the US and Australia) have already attempted to create more transparency around problematic cases and make recommendations on how to address regulatory gaps. In Europe, policymakers in Brussels and European capitals are gradually starting to recognize related risks. The European Commission’s DG Research and Innovation and the German government, for instance, are making preliminary efforts to promote greater information-sharing on research and innovation (R&I) activities with Chinese entities. Yet much remains to be done. While most Chinese firms’ R&D partnerships with European entities are likely to be benign and beneficial for the European parties involved, EU leaders need to find solutions that address a narrow but critical set of concerns while preserving Europe’s principles of economic openness. Here are a few initial recommendations in that direction:

First, if European leaders are serious about restricting China’s access to dual-use and sensitive technologies and know-how, alternative channels beyond equity investment will need to be scrutinized more closely. This will require a stock-take of export control reforms currently under discussion, to assess whether these are enough to mitigate existing concerns. Guidelines for R&D collaborations with Chinese entities are also needed, covering all relevant European stakeholders (industry, academia, local public authorities).

Second, addressing the issue in a timely and effective manner will help avoid knee jerk reactions from the national security community and other domestic interest groups, and make sure the door stays open for non-problematic collaborations. For some parties, it will be tempting to discard much, or all, of the current scientific and technological engagement with China on precautionary security grounds. Inaction will also invite pushback from the US and other key military allies.

Third, to craft effective policy, EU policymakers will need up-to-date and objective data on new channels of innovation and technological interaction. They will need to define what they view as problematic technology transfer, and hence as their own set of “critical technologies,” and take stock of the scope of such activities in Europe to understand what policy prescriptions are required. Identifying problematic activities will require actionable information to be shared across countries on the scale and scope of China’s R&D activities in the EU.

Fourth, companies will have to ramp-up their own due diligence efforts. European companies need to invest further in understanding Chinese firms’ corporate ownership structures and how their Chinese counterparts may well be embedded within China’s top-down strategic plans. Awareness is needed of their linkages with state entities, civil-military fusion and technonationalist innovation plans, and any implications for human rights transgressions deemed wholly unacceptable in Europe.

Finally, European authorities will need to coordinate their response with “like-minded” countries. Other nations, including the US, are moving more aggressively to safeguard against potential technology leakage. Given their strong technological links with other OECD nations and companies, EU firms could be impacted if they do not grasp these developments. Such a backlash could offset the potential benefits that China’s broadening economic footprint can bring to Europe in non-sensitive sectors. Coordination with other OECD partners will therefore be crucial to avoid an unaffordable and unnecessary decoupling.
Endnotes

1. Data presented in this report still includes the United Kingdom, which was still an EU member state during the whole of 2019.


4. Authors’ calculation based on data on announced M&A transactions with PRC buyers and targets from Bloomberg; downloaded March 25, 2020.


7. Neither MERICS nor Rhodium Group researchers are specialized defense analysts and thus do not possess the expertise to assess the extent of technology that was transferred in these cases or the value of that technology to China. In this report, we flag transactions that we believe meet the initial criteria to deserve further expert investigation.

8. The OECD shows for example that the share of patents involving cross-border collaboration as of 2013 had already doubled over the past 30 years to around 20%, and that of scientific publications with international co-authors had tripled to about the same percentage. OECD (2013). Regions and Innovation Collaborating across Borders. Paris: OECD Publishing.


35. Ibid.
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